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CONVENTION:
The convention used throughout this document is:

• ‘h’ or ‘0x’ indicates that the number is expressed in hexadecimal

• ‘b’ indicates that the number is expressed in binary

• ‘d’ indicates that the number is expressed in decimal

• Bit 7 is the Most Significant Bit (MSB) in the register

• Bit 0 is the Least Significant Bit (LSB) in the register

Quite often, an 8-bit register is broken into several small sections and each section is used for a different function. The

convention used in the document uses the following format:

26

7:4
loop_2_svid_local_addr[3:0]: Loop 2 address in INTEL MODE
In AMD mode {reserved[1:0],loop_2_amd_address[1:0]} 0 - VDD0, 1 - NB, 2 -
VDD1. rst:0001

3:0
loop_1_svid_local_addr[3:0]: Loop1 address in INTEL MODE
In AMD mode {amd_not_p2p_mode, reserved,loop_1_amd_address[1:0]} 0 -
VDD0, 1 - NB, 2 - VDD1. rst:0000

The example above indicates that

• Register 26h is broken into 2 functions “loop_2_svid_local_addr” & “loop_1_svid_local_addr”

• “loop_2_svid_local_addr” uses bits 7 to 4 within register 26h
• “loop_1_svid_local_addr” uses bits 3 to 0 within register 26h
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otp_usr_registers
ADDR BIT CONTENTS Comments

24

7 add_delay_to_i2c: If set to 1, the transmit side will have a hold time of 300ns/30ns minimum. rst:0 This bit should be set to 1

6:0
i2c_address[6:0]: The I2C device address. In test mode, the device address is 0x0A. This register is
locked by the address_lock register. rst:0001000

ADDR_PROT pin high during 3.3V POR for test
mode. This address is offset when
i2c_take_addr_from_ext is = 1.
A value of 00h will disable I2C

25

7 imon_en: Enable analog IMON output. rst:0 Set to 1 to enable analog IMON pin

6:5
svid_glitch_eater_del[1:0]: The maximum glitch pulse width that will be blocked for both SVID clock
and data. 00-1.2ns. 01-2.4ns. 10-3.3ns. 11-5ns. rst:01

Leave at default values unless there is an SVID
noise issue on the system

4:3
svid_del_skew[1:0]: Extra delay added to the SVID clock line before it reaches the core. 00-0.56ns.
01-1.8ns. 10-2.7ns. 11-4.5ns. rst:00

2:1
svid_filter_corner[1:0]: Time constant of the RC filter on both the SVID clock and data signals. 00 -
time constant=0.1ns. 01- time constant=1.4ns. 10-time constant=2.44ns. 11-time constant=4.5ns.
rst:01

0
svid_tco_delay_mode: Enable adding the glitch-eater delay to the SVID data time to clock out (TCO).
0-data is clocked out on the pre-glitch-eater-clock. 1-data is clocked out on the post-glitcher-eater-
clock. rst:0

26

7:4
loop_2_svid_local_addr[3:0]: Loop 2 address in INTEL MODE
In AMD mode {reserved[1:0],loop_2_amd_address[1:0]} 0 - VDD0, 1 - NB, 2 - VDD1. rst:0001

Address will be offset by
svid_take_addr_from_ext if enabled. Valid
addesses (offset included) are 0h to Dh,
Eh and Fh are ALLCALL addresses

3:0
loop_1_svid_local_addr[3:0]: Loop1 address in INTEL MODE
In AMD mode {amd_not_p2p_mode, reserved,loop_1_amd_address[1:0]} 0 - VDD0, 1 - NB, 2 - VDD1.
rst:0000

27

7
chip_enable_polarity: the polarity of the chip enable signal. 0 - chip enable is active high. 1 - chip
enable is active low. rst:0

6:5 device_personalities[1:0]: 00 Intel mode. 01 AMD mode. 10,11 Reserve. rst:00

4:0 loops_configuration[4:0]: Loops configuration.

value config value config value config value config

0 8+0 6 2+0 12 2+1 18 2+2

1 7+0 7 1+0 13 1+1 19 1+2

2 6+0 8 6+1 14 6+2 20 7+1

3 5+0 9 5+1 15 5+2 others rsvd

4 4+0 10 4+1 16 4+2

5 3+0 11 3+1 17 3+2

28 7:0
loop_1_icc_max[7:0]: The maximum total Icc the platform supports for loop 1.Note:In AMD mode this
is the Icritical value. Values are in 1A resolution. rst:01100100

Set per INTEL SKU requirement
29 '7:0

loop_2_icc_max[7:0]: The maximum total Icc the platform supports for loop 2.Note:In AMD mode this
is the Icritical value. Values are in 1A resolution. rst:00010100

2a '7:0

loop_1_vboot[7:0]: The Vboot voltage during start-up of loop 1. In AMD mode if bit 7 is 1, in SVI1, the
Vboot code is loop_1_vboot[6:0], in SVI2, the Vboot code is (loop_1_vboot[6:0],1'b0). In IBM mode, the
values of 0x00, 0x01 and 0xFF are not allowed. 0V can be set by using the value of 0xFE. Values are
in VID resolution. rst:00000000

Set per INTEL SKU requirement

2b '7:0

loop_2_vboot[7:0]: The Vboot voltage during start-up of loop 2. In AMD mode if bit 7 is 1, in SVI1, the
Vboot code is loop_2_vboot[6:0], in SVI2, the Vboot code is (loop_2_vboot[6:0],1'b0). In IBM mode, the
values of 0x00, 0x01 and 0xFF are not allowed. 0V can be set by using the value of 0xFE. Values are
in VID resolution. In MPOL mode these bits represent the delay between loop 1 start-up and loop 2
start-up (resolution=2.66 us, range =[0, 680 us]). rst:00000000

2c
7:4

loop_1_phase1_thresh[3:0]: The current threshold for loop 1, above which it is 2 phase operation.
2A/code. rst:0000

Auto phase add thresholds, phase drop
threshold is 2A less that set value

3:0
loop_1_phase2_delta[3:0]: Value when added to loop_1_phase1_thresh gives
loop_1_phase2_thresh, the current threshold above which it is 3 phase operation. 2A/code. rst:0000

2d
7:4

loop_1_phase3_delta[3:0]: Value, when added to loop_1_phase2_thresh gives
loop_1_phase3_thresh, the current threshold above which it is 4 phase operation. 2A/code. rst:0000

3:0
loop_1_phase4_delta[3:0]: Value, when added to loop_1_phase3_thresh gives
loop_1_phase4_thresh, the current threshold above which it is 5 phase operation. 2A/code. rst:0000

2e

7:4
loop_1_phase5_delta[3:0]: Value, when added to loop_1_phase4_thresh gives
loop_1_phase5_thresh, the current threshold above which it is 6 phase operation. 2A/code. rst:0000

'3:0
loop_1_phase6_delta[3:0]: Value, when added to loop_1_phase5/6_thresh gives
loop_1_phase6/7_thresh, the current threshold above which it is 7/8 phase operation. 2A/code.
rst:0000

2f

7
svid_pmbus_vout_sel: 0=SVID, 1=PMBus. rst:0

Set to 1 to place PMBUS in control of VIDDAC
(no SVID control)

6:4
start_min_pulse_width[2:0]: The minimum pulse width for the pwm signal when Vout < 250 mV.
Width = (30 + loop_1_min_pulse_width*10) ns. rst:000

Set to 0 with IR power stages

'3:0
loop_2_phase1_thresh[3:0]: The current threshold for loop 2, above which it is 2 phase operation.
2A/code. rst:0000

Auto phase add thresholds, phase drop
threshold is 2A less that set value

30
7:4

ph1_gain[3:0]: This register is used for the phase current imbalance feature. Phase 1 will have 1/(1-
(1/64)*ph1_gain) more current than a phase with no gain. ph1_gain is always positive. rst:0000

Phase current gain registers are used to
increase phase currents only. This is typically
done if there is a thermal imbalance on the
PCB. loop_x_low_pbal_en must be set to 1
for these registers to work

'3:0
ph2_gain[3:0]: This register is used for the phase current imbalance feature. Phase 2 will have 1/(1-
(1/64)*ph2_gain) more current than a phase with no gain. ph2_gain is always positive. rst:0000

31 7:4 ph3_gain[3:0]: This register is used for the phase current imbalance feature. Phase 3 will have 1/(1-
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otp_usr_registers
ADDR BIT CONTENTS Comments

(1/64)*ph3_gain) more current than a phase with no gain. ph3_gain is always positive. rst:0000

'3:0
ph4_gain[3:0]: This register is used for the phase current imbalance feature. Phase 4 will have 1/(1-
(1/64)*ph4_gain) more current than a phase with no gain. ph4_gain is always positive. rst:0000

32
7:4

ph5_gain[3:0]: This register is used for the phase current imbalance feature. Phase 5 will have 1/(1-
(1/64)*ph5_gain) more current than a phase with no gain. ph5_gain is always positive. rst:0000

'3:0
ph6_gain[3:0]: This register is used for the phase current imbalance feature. Phase 6 will have 1/(1-
(1/64)*ph6_gain) more current than a phase with no gain. ph6_gain is always positive. rst:0000

33

7:4
ph7_gain[3:0]: This register is used for the phase current imbalance feature. Phase 7 will have 1/(1-
(1/64)*ph7_gain) more current than a phase with no gain. ph7_gain is always positive. rst:0000. This is
also loop2 phase 2

'3:0
ph8_gain[3:0]: This register is used for the phase current imbalance feature. Phase 8 will have 1/(1-
(1/64)*ph8_gain) more current than a phase with no gain. ph8_gain is always positive. rst:0000. this is
also loop2 phase 1

34
7 svid_report_half_t_and_i_en: In Gamer and Manual VID modes, set this bit to report 50%

temperature and current values on the SVID bus. rst:0

Report 1/2 IOUT and 1/2 TEMP on SVID bus in
GAMER mode through GAMER PIN or with
MANUAL VID set

6:0 RESERVED[6:0]: Set to 0

35

7 loop_2_force_off_time: Forces a minimum off time of ~60ns between pulses of a phase. rst:0

6 loop_1_force_off_time: Forces a minimum off time of ~60ns between pulses of a phase. rst:0

5:0
loop_1_sw_period[5:0]: VR switching period. Quasi log scale. swp = (16+loop_1_sw_period[3:0]) *
2 l̂oop_1_sw_period[5:4] * 20.833 ns. rst:101110

36
7:6

input_current_scale[1:0]: conversion factor of input current to ADC voltage. 1A = 160mV (0), 80mV
(1), 40mV (2), 20mV (3). rst:11

Only used with External I_IN sense;
iin_vin2_sel =1

'5:0
loop_2_sw_period[5:0]: VR switching period. Quasi log scale. swp = (16+loop_2_sw_period[3:0]) *
2 l̂oop_2_sw_period[5:4] * 20.833 ns. rst:101110

37 '7:0
loop_1_ll_reg[7:0]: Register that denotes the loadline slope for loop 1. 0.025*value mohm.
rst:01000100

Must be set to accurately reflect the actual load
line set on the board even if the load line is
disabled38 '7:0

loop_2_ll_reg[7:0]: Register that denotes the loadline slope for loop 2. 0.050*value mohm.
rst:10100100

39
'7:4

loop_1_vid_offset[3:0]: High resolution offset for loop 1. -/+(DAC res*value)mV. Represented by a 2's
compliment number between +8 to -7 (n+1). rst:1111

'3:0
loop_2_vid_offset[3:0]: High resolution offset for loop 2. -/+(DAC res*value)mV. Represented by a 2's
compliment number between +8 to -7 (n+1). rst:1111

3a

'7:4
loop_2_dutyc_adj[3:0]: This register is used to adjust(reduce) the measured dutycycle for loop 2 to
compensate for a non ideal driver. Unit 1/256 (or ~0.4%). Only changes input current calculation.
rst:0000

Used to reduce the reported input current.
PWM pulse width may be wider than required
due to power stage driver

3
delay_mode: The delay start point: 0 - Delay from loop ready. 1 - Delay from ENABLE pin. rst:0

If sequence_mode is 0, this MUST be set to 1.
enable_delay_time is not valid if
sequence_mode=0 and delay_mode=0

2:0
enable_delay_time[2:0]: Delay time. 0=0ms, 1=0.25ms, 2=0.5ms, 3=1ms, 4=2.5ms, 5=5ms, 6=10ms,
7=Reserved. rst:000

Delay from Enable or delay from VR_READY
depending on delay_mode

3b

7:5
loop_1_db_duration[2:0]: Maximum duration of diode braking = (db_duration + 1)*666ns. rst:000

Max length of time Diode Brake will be active,
may be less depending on error voltage

4:3
loop_1_dvid_bb_delay[1:0]: This determines how long body braking is disabled after an active DVID
event. Delay - ((reg_value+1)*64+63)/96 us rst:10

Set to b11 value in INTEL systems

2
disable_vr_shutdown_pin: 0=activates vr_shutdown# pin, 1=tristates vr_shutdown# pin. rst:0

Over temp protection shut down is disabled
when this feature is enabled

1:0 loop_1_tsense_method[1:0]: Temperature sense method.

Value TSENSE type

'b11 Reserved, do not use

'b10 Mars Hill / Big Rock / Traveler Must have external 1.64:1 divider

'b01 Reserved, do not use

'b00 NTC

3c

'7:5
loop_2_db_duration[2:0]: Maximum duration of diode braking = (db_duration + 1)*666ns. rst:000

Max length of time Diode Brake will be active,
may be less depending on error voltage

4:3
loop_2_dvid_bb_delay[1:0]: This determines how long body braking is disabled after an active DVID
event. Delay - ((reg_value+1)*64+63)/96 us rst:10

Set to b11 value in INTEL systems

2 dis_sm_alert: 1=VR does not support SM_ALERT. 0=otherwise. rst:0

'1:0 loop_2_tsense_method[1:0]: Temperature sense method.

Value TSENSE type

'b11 Reserved, do not use

'b10 Mars Hill / Big Rock / Traveler Must have external 1.64:1 divider

'b01 Reserved, do not use

'b00 NTC

3d
'7:0

RESERVED: SET TO 0'7:0

3e '7:0
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otp_usr_registers
ADDR BIT CONTENTS Comments

'7:0

3f
'7:6

loop_1_sr_slow[1:0]: Control for loop 1 to slow the ramp rate by a factor. 0 - 1/2, 1 - 1/4, 2 - 1/8, 3 -
1/16. rst:01

Slow rate is this reg * loop_1_sr_fast; this is
the slew rate during INTEL 'slow' DVID and VO
on_off ramp up_down. Can be further reduced
by reduce_dvid_speed

'5:0
loop_1_kp[5:0]: Single-phase proportional coefficient for loop 1. Value = (4+loop_1_kp[1:0]) *
2^(loop_1_kp[5:2]-13). rst:010100 PID-P

40

7
i2c_take_addr_from_ext: Defines if the address is NVM only or NVM + offset from ext. resistor. 1 -
NVM + ext resistor. 0 - NVM only. rst:0

This bit is set to 1 in all default configuration
files

6 svid_take_addr_from_ext: Defines if the address is NVM only or NVM + offset from ext. resistor. 1 -
NVM + ext resistor. 0 - NVM only. rst:0

This is useful in DDR regulators with the same
config, but different INTEL SVID addresses, set
to 1

'5:0
loop_1_ki[5:0]: Single-phase integration coefficient for loop 1. Value = (4+loop_1_ki[1:0]) *
2^(loop_1_ki[5:2]-23). rst:010001 PID-I

41
'7:6

loop_2_sr_slow[1:0]: Control for loop 1 to slow the ramp rate by a factor. 0 - 1/2, 1 - 1/4, 2 - 1/8, 3 -
1/16. rst:01

Slow rate is this reg * loop_2_sr_fast; this is
the slew rate during INTEL 'slow' DVID and VO
on_off ramp up and down. Can be further
reduced by reduce_dvid_speed

'5:0
loop_1_kd[5:0]: Single-phase differentiation coefficient for loop 1. Value = (4+loop_1_kd[1:0]) *
2^(loop_1_kd[5:2]-10). rst:100000 PID-D

42
'7:4

loop_1_kpole1[3:0]: Single-phase pole1 coefficient for loop 1. c = (4+loop_x_kpole1[1:0]) *
2^(loop_x_kpole1[3:2]-9). Bandwidth = (c * 48e6)/(pi * (4 - 4*c - c^2)^0.5). rst:1100

Typically set to FSW and 1/2 FSW when load
line is used. Typically set lower when load line
is disabled'3:0

loop_1_kpole2[3:0]: Single-phase pole2 coefficient for loop 1. c = (4+loop_x_kpole2[1:0]) *
2^(loop_x_kpole2[3:2]-8). Bandwidth = (c * 24e6)/(pi * (4 - 4*c - c^2)^0.5). rst:1110

43

7 delay_ocp: Delay OCP reaction by 10 us for fast and 20 us for slow OCP. Set to 0

6 RESERVED: Set to 0

'5:0
loop_2_kp[5:0]: Single-phase proportional coefficient for loop 2. Value = (4+loop_2_kp[1:0]) *
2^(loop_2_kp[5:2]-13). rst:010100

PID-P

44
'7:6

loop_1_phase_mult[1:0]: 0,2 - no multiplication, 1 - phase doubling, 3 - phase quadrupling. If set to 3,
PWM changes to Active trilevel mode. Effective switching period is independent of phase_mult. Not
used in asus mode. rst:00

'5:0
loop_2_ki[5:0]: Single-phase integration coefficient for loop 2. Value = (4+loop_2_ki[1:0]) *
2^(loop_2_ki[5:2]-23). rst:010001

PID-I

45
'7:6

salert_polarity[1:0]: the polarity of the salert. 0 - Open Drain Active Low. 1 - Open Drain Active high. 2
- CMOS Active high. 3 - CMOS Active low. rst:00

Set to 0

'5:0
loop_2_kd[5:0]: Single-phase differentiation coefficient for loop 2. Value = (4+loop_2_kd[1:0]) *
2^(loop_2_kd[5:2]-10). rst:100000

PID-D

46
'7:4

loop_2_kpole1[3:0]: Single-phase pole1 coefficient for loop 2. c = (4+loop_x_kpole1[1:0]) *
2^(loop_x_kpole1[3:2]-9). Bandwidth = (c * 48e6)/(pi * (4 - 4*c - c^2)^0.5). rst:1100

Typically set to FSW and 1/2 FSW when load
line is used. Typically set lower when load line
is disabled'3:0

loop_2_kpole2[3:0]: Single-phase pole2 coefficient for loop 2. c = (4+loop_x_kpole2[1:0]) *
2^(loop_x_kpole2[3:2]-8). Bandwidth = (c * 24e6)/(pi * (4 - 4*c - c^2)^0.5). rst:1110

47

'7:5
vr_hot_mode[2:0]: The functionality of the VR_HOT pin. 0 - vr_hot. 1 - vr_hot or Icritical. 2 - vr_hot or
OCP. 3 - Icritical, 4 - ext tsen. rst:000

Usually set to 0 for INTEL applications

'4:0 ovtp_thresh[4:0]: Over temperature protection (OTP) threshold above VR_HOT setting. If the
temperature exceeds setting, the VR shuts down. Values are in 1 degree C resolution. rst:10100

This value is added to temp_max. In NTC
mode, max allowed value is 134, with Power
stage TOUT. 158C is max

48
7:2 temp_max[5:0]: The maximum temperature that the platform supports and the level that VR-hot

asserts. This value should be added to 64C. Values are in 1 degree C resolution. rst:100100

Setting this reg to 0 sets VR_HOT to 64C,
VR_HOT should be set to 100C for most INTEL
applications

'1:0
ocp_mode[1:0]: 0=shutdown immediately, 1=shutdown after 2 tries, 2=continuous hiccup, 3=shutdown
after 2 tries at startup/shutdown immediately during operation. rst:00 Usually set to 0

49

'7:5
ovp_thresh[2:0]: 0=50mV 1=100mV 2=150mV 3=200mV 4=250mV 5=300mV 6=350mV 7=400mV.
rst:001 Usually set o 7

'4:0 loop_1_ocp_thr[4:0]: The per-phase overcurrent threshold (the number of phases scale during phase
multiplication). Values are in 2A resolution. rst:01010

The OCP is set per phase, but there is no per
phase OCP. Also controls current threshold
where PS1 will exit if no PS0 command is sent

4a

'7:5
uvp_thresh[2:0]: 0=50mV 1=100mV 2=150mV 3=200mV 4=250mV 5=300mV 6=350mV 7=400mV.
rst:011 Usually set to 7

'4:0 loop_2_ocp_thr[4:0]: The per-phase overcurrent threshold (the number of phases scale during phase
multiplication). Values are in 2A resolution. rst:01010

The OCP is set per phase, but there is no per
phase OCP. Also controls current threshold
where PS1 will exit if no PS0 command is sent

4b

'7:5
loop_1_de_thresh[2:0]: Error threshold to start a pulse during diode emulation for loop 1. The
resolution is 3mv. rst:000

In DE mode ( also PS2), this is the level below
the VID setting where the HSFET will turn on

4:2
loop_1_de_pw[2:0]: pulse width 'on' time during diode emulation for loop 1. n_de_pw = de_pw+6. on
time = (4+n_de_pw[1:0] x 2^(n_de_pw[3:2])*sqrt(Vout)/Vin * 160 ns. rst:101

In DE mode, this is the length of time the
HSFET will be on

'1:0
sequence_mode[1:0]: Sequencing the loop startups. 0 - Both loops start together. 1 - Loop 2 follows
loop 1. 2 - Loop 1 follows loop 2. 3 - Reserved. rst:00

Used with enable_delay_time and
delay_mode

4c
'7:5

loop_2_de_thresh[2:0]: Error threshold to start a pulse during diode emulation for loop 2. The
resolution is 3mv. rst:000

In DE mode, this is the level below the VID
setting where the HSFET will turn on

4:2
loop_2_de_pw[2:0]: pulse width 'on' time during diode emulation for loop 2. n_de_pw = de_pw+6. on
time = (4+n_de_pw[1:0] x 2^(n_de_pw[3:2])*sqrt(Vout)/Vin * 160 ns. rst:101

In DE mode, this is the length of time the
HSFET will be on
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1 loop_1_auto_ps_mode: Logic 1 enables automatic power state mode on loop 1. rst:0 If set to 1, VR will automatically enter DE mode
if filtered IOUT is less than loop_x_ni_thresh0 loop_2_auto_ps_mode: Logic 1 enables automatic power state mode on loop 2. rst:0

4d

'7:6
pec_mode[1:0]: sets the pec mode. 0 - supported both according to the master. 1 - support only none
PEC. 2 - support only PEC packets. 3 - Reserved. rst:00

5 loop_1_p_active_psi: Replaces p_active in PS1 mode for loop 1. rst:0 1 = 2 phase PS1, 0 = 1 phase PS1

4
loop_1_p_active_min: Personality bit which determines the minimum number of phases during PS0
with auto phase shedding. 0 - one phase. 1 - two phases. rst:0

If set to 1, VR will auto phase shed to 2 phases
minimum

3 pi_fault_en: Enable phase current fault. If any phase has too high/low current, the loop is shutdown.
rst:0

Phase fault is tripped if the average phase DC
is +/- 5% of average DC, averaging filter is
2KHz BW

2 driver_fault_en: Driver faults are enabled when set to 1. rst:1 Driver fault is communicated on PSI# pin

'1:0
fix_ovp_thresh[1:0]: Sets the Fixed Over-Voltage Protection (Fixed-OVP) threshold. 0=2.5V, 1=1.2V,
2=1.275V, 3=1.35V rst:00 Set value > VBOOT

4e

7 RESERVED: SET TO 0

6 loop_1_ll_en: Load line enable on loop 1. rst:1 Set to 0 to disable load line, loop_x_ll_reg still
needs to be set to accurately reflect the set LL5 loop_2_ll_en: Load line enable on loop 2. rst:1

4 RESERVED: Set to 1

3 RESERVED: Set to 0

2
amd_cmd_mode: Valid for AMD SVI1 only when auto_ps_mode=0. When AMD command asserts
PSI, this bit determines if the VR can automatically enter/exit PS2 diode emulation mode. Any PS2
command will be ignored. 0 - Disable. 1 - Enable. rst:0 rst:0 Valid for AMD only

'1:0
pad_output_mode[1:0]: The PAD output mode. 00 - open drain for Intel and AMD SVI1. 01 - NMOS
for AMD SVI2 when VDDIO < 2 V. 10 - PMOS for AMD SVI2 when VDDIO = VCC. rst:00

Set to b00 for all INTEL applications

4f
'7:5

loop_1_sw_period_skew[2:0]: Scale switching period, based on per phase current. 0,4-no change. 1-
(1 + (I-8)/32), 2-(1 + (I-12)/32), 3-(1 + (I-16)/32), 5-(1 - (I-8)/64), 6-(1 - (I-12)/64), 7-(1 - (I-16)/64).
saturated to range [0.5, 2]. rst:000

Used to increase or decrease switching
frequency based on phase current

'4:0
loop_1_current_offset[4:0]: Per phase offset to the current measurement on loop 1 in 0.125A
resolution. Value in 2's complement. rst:00000 Resolution is 0.125A per LSB per phase

50

7 loop_1_low_pbal_en: Enable phase balancing on loop 1. 0 - Disable. 1 - Enable. rst:1

6 loop_2_low_pbal_en: Enable phase balancing on loop 2. 0 - Disable. 1 - Enable. rst:1

5
vcpu_high_release_en: Enable the release of the low-side FETs if the output voltage is below 0.5V
after a VCPU high fault. 0 - Don't release. 1 - Release. rst:1

Set to 1 to avoid VOUT ringing below GND
during an OVP crowbar event

'4:0
loop_2_current_offset[4:0]: Per phase offset to the current measurement on loop 2 in 0.125A
resolution. Value in 2's complement. rst:00000

Resolution is 0.125A per LSB per phase

51

'7:4
loop_1_vmax[3:0]: This sets the maximum voltage for loop 1. Setting for DAC resolution of 5mV
(0.645V + value*120mV). Setting for DAC resolution of 6.25mV (0.80625V + value*112.5mV). Setting
for DAC resolution of 10mV (1.29 V + value*240mV). rst:1010

Max output voltage that can be attained
(including offset). Need to clear RW lock
register,vmax_lock, to update. This is not the
same as SVID VMAX, loop_x_VoutMax'3:0

loop_2_vmax[3:0]: This sets the maximum voltage for loop 2. Setting for DAC resolution of 5mV
(0.645V + value*120mV). Setting for DAC resolution of 6.25mV (0.80625V + value*112.5mV). Setting
for DAC resolution of 10mV (1.29 V + value*240mV). rst:1010

52 7:0
vin1_uv_hth[7:0]: Vin should be above this value for the under-voltage flag to 0. Resolution is 1/16V.
rst:10101000 Input voltage on and off threshold, set on

threshold greater than off threshold
53 '7:0

vin1_uv_lth[7:0]: Vin should be below this value for the under-voltage flag to 1. Resolution: 1/16V.
rst:10010000

54 '7:0
vin2_uv_hth[7:0]: Vin should be above this value for the under-voltage flag to 0. Resolution is 1/16V.
rst:10101000 These values have no function if VIN2 sense is

not enabled
55 '7:0

vin2_uv_lth[7:0]: Vin should be below this value for the under-voltage flag to 1. Resolution: 1/16V.
rst:10010000

56

gpu_main_vid_value_0[7:0]: This register name is retained from its original multi-function definition.
The bit functions are:

bits signal description

7 vr125_alert_on_startup 1=alert on VBOOT Set to 1 for VR12.5 of greater

6 second_enable_pin_select 0= loop2 enabled from L2_EN pin Must be 1 in AMD MODE

5 vr125_disable_second_loop 1 = loop 2 disabled
Feature for INTEL Brickland platform, disable
loop2 with loop config

4:03 vr125_vboot_value[1:0] 0 = 0V, 1 = 1.1V, 2 = 1.7V, 3 = 1.8V
Not valid with vr125_translate = 0, Set
VBOOT with VBOOT REG

2 vr125_translate 1 = use vr125_vboot_value, 0 = use VBOOT REG SET to 0

1 vr125_loop_2_addr_active 0 = loop2 SVID address is not active
Set to 0 to disable SVID communication for
loop2

0 vr125_mode_nvm 1 = VR12.5, 0=VR12

57

gpu_main_vid_value_1[7:0]: This register name is retained from its original multi-function definition.
The bit functions are:

bits signal description

7 imvp8_mode 1= Enable IMVP8 mode

6 vr13_mode 1= Enable VR13 mode

5 mpol_interface_mode 1= loop2 SVID is active in MPOL mode
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4 ps4_dvid_or_decay
Output will either DVID (0) or decay (1) down in response to a
PS4 command

3 reserved SET TO 0

2 ps4_enable 1= Enable PS4 support

1 vr126_mode 1= Enable VR12.6 mode

0 alert_on_0v 1= SVID_ALERT will be issued when the output reaches 0V SET to 0 for all INTEL applications

58

gpu_main_vid_value_2[7:0]: This register name is retained from its original multi-function definition.
The bit functions are:

bits signal description

7 loop_1_allcall_addr_0E If this bit is set, Loop 1 will repond to SVID address 0x0E.

6 loop_1_allcall_addr_0F If this bit is set, Loop 1 will repond to SVID address 0x0F.

5 loop_2_allcall_addr_0E If this bit is set, Loop 2 will repond to SVID address 0x0E.

4 loop_2_allcall_addr_0F If this bit is set, Loop 2 will repond to SVID address 0x0F.

3:02 reserved SET TO 0

1 loop_1_vid_step Set the VID table resolution. 0= 5mV; 1= 10mV

0 loop_2_vid_step Set the VID table resolution. 0= 5mV; 1= 10mV

59

gpu_main_vid_value_3[7:0]: This register name is retained from its original multi-function definition.
The bit functions are:

bits signal description

7:03 reserved Set to 0

2 reserved Set to 0

1 iin_vin2_sel 0= vin2; 1=iin

0 pin_method_sel 0: pin=pin1+pin2 (calculated); 1: through current sensing(ext) If set to 1, iin_vin2_sel must = 1

5a 7:0 RESERVED: SET TO 0

5b

7
vid_decay_mode: DVID decay during 0=PS2 only, 1=PS1/PS2. Only valid when always_decay_down
is 1. rst:0

Valid for AMD only

6
loop_1_c_comp_ovp_en: Enable the common compartor. 1 - use the common comparator for OVP. 0
- use the ADC for OVP (248 mV). rst:0

UVP_THRESH and OVP_THRESH are not
valid if ADC MODE is used

5
loop_1_c_comp_uvp_en: Enable the common compartor. 1 - use the common comparator for UVP. 0
- use the ADC for UVP (248 mV). rst:0

4
loop_2_c_comp_ovp_en: Enable the common compartor. 1 - use the common comparator for OVP. 0
- use the ADC for OVP (248 mV). rst:0

3
loop_2_c_comp_uvp_en: Enable the common compartor. 1 - use the common comparator for UVP. 0
- use the ADC for UVP (248 mV). rst:0

2 enable_thresh: 0=choose ttl levels, 1=choose vtt levels. rst:1 Set to 1 for all Intel applications

1 RESERVED: Set to 0

0
svid_bw: svid bandwidth for current_ratio. Bandwidths = [1, 2]KHz for values 0 and 1. Equivalent Intel
av. windows (time constants) are [160, 80] us. rst:0

Set to 1 for all Intel applications

5c

7
i2c_high_speed_mode: Enable working with hold time for high speed I2C. 0 - support normal mode
and fast mode (100 - 400 KHz). 1 - support high speed I2C (1MHz). rst:0

6
clear_gamer_with_0_v_enable: Enable clear of the gamer command when the CPU issue a 0V
command. 0 - Disable. 1 - Enable. rst:1

Set to 1 for all Intel applications

'5:0 loop_1_ni_thresh[5:0]: Total current threshold below which it is assumed that the inductor current has
a negative component. Resolution 0.25 A. rst:010100

In DE mode, the filter IOUT must be less than
this value to enter DE mode automatically of
with a PS2/PS3 command

5d

7
disable_vcpu_high_with_no_vin: Disable VCPU high when input voltage is not present. 0 - Enable
VCPU High all the time. 1 - Disable VCPU High when input voltage is not present rst:0

Set to 0 to have controller respond to OVP even
if VIN is not above VIN_ON

6
disable_vcpu_low_on_start_up: when set the vcpu low fault is disabled during startup. rst:0

Set to 0 so that under voltaeg protection is
enabled during ramp up

'5:0 loop_2_ni_thresh[5:0]: Total current threshold below which it is assumed that the inductor current has
a negative component. Resolution 0.25 A. rst:010100

In DE mode, the filter IOUT must be less than
this value to enter DE mode automatically or
with a PS2/PS3 command

5e
'7:4

loop_1_off_time_adj[3:0]: The value subtracts from the diode emulate off time for loop 1, with a
resolution of 60 nsec. rst:0000 In DE mode, this value is set to reduce the LS

FET conduction time to compensate for tri-state
delay Set to 8 for IR power stages

'3:0
loop_2_off_time_adj[3:0]: The value subtracts from the diode emulate off time for loop 2, with a
resolution of 60 nsec. rst:0000

5f

7 RESERVED: Set to 0

6
en_comp_full_bias: Enable the comparator to run at full bias current. 0 - lets it run at half bias current,
1 - lets the comparator run at full bias current rst:0

Set to 0

'5:0
loop_1_temp_offset[5:0]: An offset for the temperature measurement on loop 1. This is a 2's
complement number with 1 degree C resolution. rst:000000

60

7 en_ovp_on_disable: Enable OVP when the chip is disabled. 0 - Disable. 1 - Enable. rst:0 Set to 1 to enable OVP with enable pin low

6
second_enable_from_pin: Enable loop 2 to have an Enable pin. NOTE: when this feature is enabled
pad_output_mode has to be open drain. rst:0

Set to 1 to enable loop2 enable pin
Must be 0 in AMD MODE

'5:0
loop_2_temp_offset[5:0]: An offset for the temperature measurement on loop 2. This is a 2's
complement number with 1 degree C resolution. rst:000000
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61

'7:6
loop_1_i_gain[1:0]: Controls the ISense gain for loop 1. 0 -> 2, 1 -> 4, 2 -> 8. All other combinations
reserved. rst:01 Use GUI 'I_SCALE&I_GAIN' auto calc feature

5 avp_en_4uvp_loop_1: Excludes the loadline term on Verror for comparator UVP on loop 1. rst:1 Set to 0 so that the load line is included in UVP

'4:0
loop_1_slow_iph_max[4:0]: The per phase over-current threshold for the heavily filtered loop current
reading on loop 1. Values are in 2A resolution. Slow ocp is disabled when value is 0. rst:00000 Slow OCP BW is set by the telemetry BW

62

7:6
loop_2_i_gain[1:0]: Controls the ISense gain for loop 2. 0 -> 2, 1 -> 4, 2 -> 8. All other combinations
reserved. rst:10 Use GUI 'I_SCALE&I_GAIN' auto calc feature

5 avp_en_4uvp_loop_2: Excludes the loadline term on Verror for comparator UVP on loop 2. rst:1 Set to 0 so that the load line is included in UVP

'4:0
loop_2_slow_iph_max[4:0]: The per phase over-current threshold for the heavily filtered loop current
reading on loop 2. Values are in 2A resolution. Slow ocp is disabled when value is 0. rst:00000 Slow OCP BW is set by the telemetry BW

63 '7:0 usr_password_lsb[7:0]: The LSB for the 16 bit password for the Trim section. rst:00000000

64 7:0 usr_password_msb[7:0]: The MSB for the 16 bit password for the User sections. rst:00000000

65

'7:6
write_protect_mode[1:0]: Write protect mode. 0 - Password. 1 - Pin. 2 - Pin and Password. 3 - Lock
For Ever. rst:00

5:4
read_protect_mode[1:0]: Read protect mode. 0 - Password. 1 - Pin. 2 - Pin and Password. 3 - Lock
For Ever. rst:00

3:2
write_protect_section[1:0]: Chose the section that is write protected. 0 - No Protection. 1 - Protect
Configuration. 2 - Reserved. 3 - Protect All. rst:00

1:0
read_protect_section[1:0]: Chose the section that is read protected. 0 - No Protection. 1 - Protect
Configuration. 2 - Protect All but Telemetry. 3 - Protect All. rst:00

66
'7:4 loop_1_le_th[3:0]: error threshold to go from PS1/PS2 mode to full phase count. 4 mV Q. rst:1000 Error voltage threshold that will force PS0

operation, used to enable all phases
immediately after a fast load transient'3:0 loop_2_le_th[3:0]: error threshold to go from PS1/PS2 mode to full phase count. 4 mV Q. rst:1000

67
'7:4 loop_1_v_lift[3:0]: added voltage offset during load oscillation. 2 mV Q. rst:1000 Temporary offset to VOUT if ATA error

threshold is exceeded'3:0 loop_2_v_lift[3:0]: added voltage offset during load oscillation. 2 mV Q. rst:1000

68
'7:4

loop_1_err_lth[3:0]: overshoot threshold beyond which PWM pulses are not issued. A value of 0
disables the feature. 4 mV Q. rst:1000 Over shoot threshold that will activate body

brake feature (if enabled) Typically set to 14
'3:0

loop_2_err_lth[3:0]: overshoot threshold beyond which PWM pulses are not issued. A value of 0
disables the feature. 4 mV Q. rst:1000

69
'7:4 loop_1_fc_hth[3:0]: undershoot threshold when ATA will start. 4 mV Q. rst:0100 Under shoot threshold that will cause ATA to

activate (if enabled) Typically set to 10'3:0 loop_2_fc_hth[3:0]: undershoot threshold when ATA will start. 4 mV Q. rst:0100

6a

'7:6
loop_2_phase_mult[1:0]: 0,2 - no multiplication, 1 - phase doubling, 3 - phase quadrupling. If set to 3,
PWM changes to Active trilevel mode. Effective switching period is independent of phase_mult. rst:00

5:3
min_pulse_width[2:0]: The minimum pulse width for the pwm signal = (20 +
loop_1_min_pulse_width*10) ns. rst:000

Set to 1 with IR power stages

2:0

psi_pin_mode[2:0]: The definition is 0=PSI# and driver faults are disabled. 1=Listens for Driver Fault
Only. Shutdown both loops if fault occurs. 2=Assert PSI# when Loop1 goes to PSI mode. Shutdown
Loop1 if fault occurs. 3=Assert PSI# when Loop2 goes to PSI mode. Shutdown Loop2 if fault occurs.
4=Assert PSI# when Loop1 and Loop2 go to PSI mode. Shutdown both loops if fault occurs.
5,6,7=Reserved. rst:000

Set to 0 with IR power stages

6b
7:3 loop_1_fc_p[4:0]: ATA proportional term (0 disable ATA). Resolution is 2^-2. rst:10000 Set to 0 for output with load line disabled

'2:0 loop_1_fc_slope_th[2:0]: slope threshold when ATA will start. 12 mV/us Q. rst:010

6c
7:3 loop_2_fc_p[4:0]: ATA proportional term (0 disable ATA). Resolution is 2^-2. rst:10000 Set to 0 for output with load line disabled

'2:0 loop_2_fc_slope_th[2:0]: slope threshold when ATA will start. 12 mV/us Q. rst:010

6d
'7:4 loop_1_fc_d[3:0]: ATA differential term. Resolution is 2^3. rst:1000

'3:0 loop_2_fc_d[3:0]: ATA differential term. Resolution is 2^3. rst:1000

6e
'7:4

loop_1_hspb_fth[3:0]: load oscillation frequency below which high speed phase balance is disabled.
Q level is 46.9 KHz. rst:0000

Frequency is determined by the rate the error
voltage exceeds the loop_x_hspb_hth.
Typically set to 2 (93K)'3:0

loop_2_hspb_fth[3:0]: load oscillation frequency below which high speed phase balance is disabled.
Q level is 46.9 KHz. rst:0000

6f
'7:4

loop_1_hspb_hth[3:0]: If error exceeds this window, high speed phase balance starts. 4 mV Q.
rst:0100

Typically set to 3. If set too high, a low level
transient (<30A step) may not cause HSPBAL
to re-align phases'3:0

loop_2_hspb_hth[3:0]: If error exceeds this window, high speed phase balance starts. 4 mV Q.
rst:0100

70

7 RESERVED: Set to 0

6 ocp_cfp: Enables over current contribution to catastrophic fault. 1=enable, 0=disable. rst:0 Set to 1 to assert CFP pin with OCP fault

5 current_limiting_en: Enables fold back current limiting response during OC event. rst:0 Set to 0

4 RESERVED: Set to 0

3
loop_1_pwm_en_ats: Enable active trilevel drivers for loop 1. 0 - Disable. 1 - Enable. Can be
overriden by trim_pwm_en_ats. rst:0

Set to 0 for industry standard tri-state
2

loop_2_pwm_en_ats: Enable active trilevel drivers for loop 2. 0 - Disable. 1 - Enable. Can be
overriden by trim_pwm_en_ats. rst:0

1 loop_1_hspb_enable: 1=enable high speed phase current balance. rst:1

0 loop_2_hspb_enable: 1=enable high speed phase current balance. rst:1

71
7 RESERVED: SET TO 0

'6:0 loop_1_pmbus_addr[6:0]: The PMBus device address for loop 1. Set this to 0 to disable the interface. This address is also offset by
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rst:1110000 i2c_take_addr_from_ext

72
7 RESERVED: SET TO 0

6:0
loop_2_pmbus_addr[6:0]: The PMBus device address for loop 2. Set this to 0 to disable the interface.
rst:1110001

This address is also offset by
i2c_take_addr_from_ext

73
'7:4 loop_1_max_current_support[3:0]: Maximum current supported by loop 1. Q = 32 A. rst:0000 This register represents the largest IOUT that

can be reported. 32A * 15 = 480A'3:0 loop_2_max_current_support[3:0]: Maximum current supported by loop 2. Q = 32 A. rst:0000

74

7
alert_on_slew_rate_mode: Sets alert according to slew rate and not according to DAC. 0=according
to DAC. 1=according to slew rate. rst:1

Set to 1 for Intel applications

6
vaux_en: Enable observation of Vaux (instead of Temp2). The voltage thresholds with hysterisis for
Vaux are 0.586V and 0.664V. rst:0 Mutually exclusive, Only one of these can be

set to 1
5 second_tsen_en_reg: Enable for second temperature sense. 0=disable, 1=enable. rst:0

4 loop_1_diode_brake: During load release, enable diode braking for loop 1. rst:0

3
ps3_isense_shutdown_disable: When the value is set to 0, isense will be shutdown during ps3
mode. When the value is set to 1 - isense will Not be shutdown during ps3 mode rst:0

2:0 loop_1_fc_shape[2:0]: ATA response non-linear shaping term. (approx resolution is 3%) rst:000

75

7
fast_ocp_enable_on_dvid: 1=Enable fast_ocp during any ramp up. 0=disable fast_ocp during any
ramp up. rst:0

All devices prior to Salem2 have OCP disabled
on DVID up

6
null_below_200mv: 1=null isense amps when VID DAC is below 200mV. 0=don't null. rst:1

Set to 1 to avoid over shoot on start-up with
direct DCR sense

5
individual_mode: In case of overcurrent or a VCPU low event, both loops should react. 0 - Both loops
react. 1 - Only the faulted loop reacts. rst:1

Usually set to 1

4 loop_2_diode_brake: During load release, enable diode braking for loop 2. rst:0

3
decay_alert_mode: The SVID alert behavior in case of a SetVID Decay. 0 - don't set the alert. 1 - set
the alert rst:0

Set to 1 for VR12.5 or greater

'2:0 loop_2_fc_shape[2:0]: ATA response non-linear shaping term. (approx resolution is 3%) rst:000

76

7
always_decay_down: 0=don't automatically decay. 1=automatically decay when commanded to go to
a lower voltage. rst:0

AMD feature

6 application_mode: 0=CPU, 1=MPOL(Intel mode)/GPU (AMD mode) rst:0

5
interface_mode: 0=SVI2.0, 1=SVI1.0. Sets SVI pins to either CMOS(SVI2.0) or Open-Drain(SVI1.x).
rst:0

Set to 0 for Intel Applications

'4:0 loop_1_iscale_msb[4:0]: rst:00000 Scale factor to set correct gain for IOUT
reporting, Use GUI ‘I_SCALE, I_GAIN’ auto calc
feature77 '7:0 loop_1_iscale_lsb[7:0]: rst:00000000

78

7
populated_check: Enable to check which rail are populated and set the number of rail accordingly.
rst:0

6
svi2_mode: Defines the mode that the SVI2 works in for AMD. 0=SVI1.0, 1=SVI2.0. *Note: The state
of SVT pin voltage will override setting when VR is enabled. Also, this bit MUST be set to 0 for Intel
mode so that SVID timeout works! rst:0

Set to 0 for Intel Applications

5 ack_support: choose to support ack in AMD mode. 0=not supported, 1=supported. rst:0 AMD only

'4:0 loop_2_iscale_msb[4:0]: rst:00000 Scale factor to set correct gain for IOUT
reporting, Use GUI ‘I_SCALE, I_GAIN’ auto calc
feature79 '7:0 loop_2_iscale_lsb[7:0]: rst:00000000

7a '7:0 loop_1_c[7:0]: Load capacitance. Unit 50 uF. Used in dvid compensation. rst:00000000 Set to 0 for applications with no load line

7b
'7:4

loop_1_ll_bw[3:0]: Load line bandwidth. Value = (4+loop_x_ll_bw[1:0]) * 2^(loop_x_ll_bw[3:2]-9). BW
= (c * 48e6)/(pi * (4 - 4*c - c^2)^0.5). (4'd8) rst:1000

Set register to equal BW set on board
'3:0

loop_2_ll_bw[3:0]: Load line bandwidth. Value = (4+loop_x_ll_bw[1:0]) * 2^(loop_x_ll_bw[3:2]-9). BW
= (c * 48e6)/(pi * (4 - 4*c - c^2)^0.5). (4'd8) rst:1000

7c

'7:4 loop_1_sr_fast[3:0]: Controls the slew rate for the VR on loop 1.

Multi-phase outputs for VR13 applications are
typically set to 25mV, single phase outputs are
typically set to 10mV

10mV DAC res 5mV DAC res 6.25 mV DAC res

value slew rate value slew rate value slew rate

0 10 mV/us 0 10 mV/us 0 10 mV/us

1 15 mV/us 1 17 mV/us 1 17 mV/us

2 20 mV/us 2 22 mV/us 2 23 mV/us

3 25 mV/us 3 27 mV/us 3 28 mV/us

4 30 mV/us 4 35 mV/us 4 34 mV/us

5 35 mV/us 5 40 mV/us 5 40 mV/us

6 40 mV/us 6 40 mV/us 6 45 mV/us

7 45 mV/us 7 48 mV/us 7 52 mV/us

8 50 mV/us 8 48 mV/us 8 52 mV/us

9 55 mV/us 9 60 mV/us 9 62 mV/us

10 60 mV/us 10 60 mV/us 10 62 mV/us

11 65 mV/us 11 60 mV/us 11 78 mV/us

12 70 mV/us 12 80 mV/us 12 78 mV/us

13 80 mV/us 13 80 mV/us 13 78 mV/us
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14 85 mV/us 14 80 mV/us 14 78 mV/us

15 95 mV/us 15 80 mV/us 15 101 mV/us

'3:0
loop_2_sr_fast[3:0]: Controls the slew rate for the VR on loop 2. The encodings are the same as for
loop_1_sr_fast. rst:0000

7d 7:0 RESERVED: Set to 0

7e

'7:4
loop_1_iin_fixed_offset[3:0]: A fixed offset to adjust the estimated input current for loop 1. This is a
fixed component of the adjustment. Always positive with a resolution of 1/32 A. rst:0000 rst:0000

Offset registers to add additional input current
to calculate I_IN

'3:0

loop_1_iin_per_phase_offset[3:0]: A per-phase offset to adjust the estimated input current for loop 1.
This is the per-phase component of the adjustment. Always positive. Assumption: Prior to adding these
offsets, our estimated input current is always lower than the correct amount. Resolution = 1/128 A.
rst:0000 rst:0000

7f

'7:4
loop_2_iin_fixed_offset[3:0]: A fixed offset to adjust the estimated input current for loop 2. This is a
fixed component of the adjustment. Always positive with a resolution of 1/32 A. rst:0000 rst:0000

'3:0

loop_2_iin_per_phase_offset[3:0]: A per-phase offset to adjust the estimated input current for loop 2.
This is the per-phase component of the adjustment. Always positive. Assumption: Prior to adding these
offsets, our estimated input current is always lower than the correct amount. Resolution = 1/128 A.
rst:0000 rst:0000

80 7:0 loop_2_c[7:0]: Load capacitance. Unit 50 uF. Used in dvid compensation. rst:00000000 Set to 0 for applications with no load line

81

7 Reserved: Set to 0

6 vin2_en: Enable second input voltage. 1=enable. 0=disable. rst:1

5 cfp_en: 1=enables CFP pin. 0=disable. rst:0 Must be set to 0 if loop2 enable pin is active

4
dig_reg_clamp_disable: Bit to disable load detect/clamp circuit which adds current sink capability to
the 1.8V digital regulator. 1=disable. rst:0

Set to 0

3 Reserved: Set to 0

'2:0
telemetry_bw[2:0]: telemetry bandwidth for input currents, output currents, input voltages, output
voltages and temperatures. Bandwidths = [0.69, 1.39, 2.78, 5.55, 11.1, 22.2, 44.6, 89.5]Hz for values 0
through 7. rst:111

Typically set to 7….89Hz

82
'7:4 loop_1_loadline_trim[3:0]: 2s complement loadline trim for loop1. Resolution is 5%. rst:0000

Digitally fine tune load line
'3:0 loop_2_loadline_trim[3:0]: 2s complement loadline trim for loop2. Resolution is 5%. rst:0000

83 '7:0 pmbus_mfr_id_byte1[7:0]: Manufacturer ID byte1 (default ASCII I). rst:01010010

84 '7:0 pmbus_mfr_id_byte2[7:0]: Manufacturer ID byte2 (default ASCII R). rst:01001001

85 '7:0 pmbus_mfr_date_byte1[7:0]: Manufacturer date byte1. rst:00000000

86 '7:0 pmbus_mfr_date_byte2[7:0]: Manufacturer date byte2. rst:00000000

87 '7:0
pmbus_mfr_model[7:0]: Manufacturer model. If this value is set to zero, this register will return the
Product ID that was stored in the OTP. If it is set to a non-zero value, it will return the value that was
written. rst:00000000

88 '7:0
pmbus_mfr_revision[7:0]: Manufacturer revision. If this value is set to zero, this register will return the
hard-wired ASIC revision. If it is set to a non-zero value, it will return the value that was written.
rst:00000001

89

7:4
bcc_time[3:0]: Boot capacitance charging time. (Q = 41.66 ns). The charging frequency is Fsw/4.
rst:0001

Added feature to keep drive boot cap charged
during phase off time

3 Reserved: Set to 0

2
dvid_alert_mode: 1= Alert asserts when the (1= DAC reference, 0= output voltage) reaches the target
voltage. rst:1

Set to 1 for all Intel applications

'1:0
reduce_dvid_speed[1:0]: Reduce programmed DVID speed. 0 = speed as programmed. 1 = speed/2.
2 = speed/4. 3= speed/8. rst:00

8a

gpr_1[7:0]:

mode function

'7:0 AMD Customer GPR 1

'7:0
Intel total_input_power_max[7:0], 2W/LSB. Used for input power ratio calc. SVID reg 2E.

Similar to ICCMAX, Reported input power is
scaled to this value

8b

gpr_2[7:0]:

mode function

'7:0 AMD Customer GPR 2

'7:0 Intel pin_alert_thresh[7:0], the pin_alert_ assertion threshold. SVID reg 2F.

8c
'7:4

loop_1_dvid_delay[3:0]: This register specifies the delay from when the DAC changes to when we
check the output voltage. This register affects the timing of VR_READY during VBOOT, and the timing
of SVID Alert during SVID decay. Resolution is 2.66usec, range 2.66 - 45.3usec). AMD mode:
resolution is 640 ns (range 640 ns - 9.6 us) and 0 is disable. rst:0000

Must be set to 0 for correct T_ALERT timing in
INTEL applications

'3:0 loop_2_dvid_delay[3:0]: Same as loop_1_dvid_delay, but for loop 2. rst:0000

8d

7 Reserved: Set to 0

6 loop_1_alert_on_0v: When set, SVID Alert will assert at 0V. rst:0
Set to 0 for Intel Applications

5 loop_2_alert_on_0v: When set, SVID Alert will assert at 0V. rst:0

4 Reserved: Set to 0

3:0 loop_1_dutyc_adj[3:0]: This register is used to adjust(reduce) the measured dutycycle for loop 1 to Reduce reported (calculated) Input current
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ADDR BIT CONTENTS Comments

compensate for a non ideal driver. Unit 1/256 (or ~0.4%). Only changes input current calculation.
rst:0000

8e '7:0 Reserved:

Set to 0
8f '7:0 Reserved:

90 '7:0 Reserved:

91 '7:0 Reserved:

92

7:4
fast_ocp_warn_timer[3:0]: sets duration for which fast OCP warning pin (PIN_ALERT#) is held low
after current goes below lower hysteresis threshold. Values are [0, 5, 10, 20, 40, 80, 160, 320, 2560,
5120, 10240, 20480, 40960, 81920, 163840, 327680] us. rst:0100

Registers to set up the FAST OCP FLAG
feature on IR35217

3:2 fast_ocp_fault_hys[1:0]: Fast OCP fault hysteresis. [4,8,16,32] A. rst:00

'1:0 fast_ocp_warn_hys[1:0]: Fast OCP warn hysteresis. [4,8,16,32] A. rst:00

93 '7:0 fast_ocp_fault_limit[7:0]: Fast OCP fault limit. Q = 2A. rst:01100000

94 '7:0 fast_ocp_warn_limit[7:0]: Fast OCP warn limit. Q = 2A. rst:01001000

95

7 loop_1_de_x2: 1=doubles ON/OFF times for diode emulation. Used when using large L & C. For gamer systems with large (>10000uF)
output cap6 loop_2_de_x2: 1=doubles ON/OFF times for diode emulation. Used when using large L & C.

5
fast_ocp_enable: Enable fast OCP warn/fault using comparators. The warning is driven on the
PIN_ALERT# pin. delay_ocp needs to be set to 0 when this is 1. rst:0 PIN_ALERT function is disabled

'4:0
fast_ocp_fault_delay[4:0]: sets delay from when fast OCP limit is crossed to when VR is shutdown.
Q=5 us. rst:01010

Registers to set up the FAST OCP FLAG
feature on IR35217

96

'7:6 loop_1_decay_alert_delay[1:0]: Sets the Alert delay during SVID decay to 5, 10, 15 or 20 usec. rst:00

5:4 loop_2_decay_alert_delay[1:0]: Sets the Alert delay during SVID decay to 5, 10, 15 or 20 usec. rst:00

3:2 Reserved: Set to 0

1
phase_7_gm_trim: Determines which Gm trim is used for phase 7. 0: loop_2_gm_trim, 1:
loop_1_gm_trim. rst:0

0
phase_8_gm_trim: Determines which Gm trim is used for phase 8. 0: loop_2_gm_trim, 1:
loop_1_gm_trim. rst:0
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98

7 vin1_high_en: Enable Vin1 high fault. rst:1 Enable UVLO protection for loop1 only if
VINSEN2 is active, both loops otherwise6 vin1_low_en: Enable Vin1 low fault. rst:1

5 scale_speed: Selects the update rate to change the dynamic loadline by 5%. 0=1.25 uS 1=10 uS rst:0

4
disable_ps_in_dvid: If set to 1 ps command during dvid will be rejected. If set to 0 PS command is accepted
during dvid in vr12.5 and rejected in vr12. rst:1

Must be set to 1 for all INTEL
applications

3 Reserved: Set to 0

2 otp_en: Enable over-temperature protection (OTP). rst:1

1
loop_1_lock_vid: A logic 1 locks the SVID interface from changing the current VID and PS setting for loop 1.
This gets unlocked if the CPU sends SetPS(0) or cycles the enable. 0 = unlock. 1 = lock. rst:0

0
loop_1_vr_ready_0v: This bit determines the behavior of loop 1 when a SetVID=00h is issued. 0: shutdown.
1: stay ready. rst:0

This bit can be updated by the CPU thru
SVID

99

7 vin2_high_en: Enable Vin2 high fault. rst:1

6 vcpu_low_en: Enable VCPU low fault. rst:1

5 oc_en: Enable overcurrent (OCP) fault. rst:1

4 vin2_low_en: Enable Vin2 low fault. rst:1

3 v3_low_en: Enable V3 low fault. rst:1

2 vcpu_high_en: Enable VCPU high fault. rst:1

1
loop_2_lock_vid: A logic 1 locks the SVID interface from changing the current VID and PS setting for loop 2.
This gets unlocked if the CPU sends SetPS(0) or cycles the enable. 0 = unlock. 1 = lock. rst:0

0
loop_2_vr_ready_0v: This bit determines the behavior of loop 2 when a SetVID=00h is issued. 0: shutdown.
1: stay ready. rst:0

This bit can be updated by the CPU thru
SVID

9a

7 Reserved:

Set to 06 Reserved:

5 Reserved:

4:3 Reserved:

2:1 loop_1_manual_ll_scale[1:0]: allow loadline change when in gamer mode.

Value Description

'b00 no change

'b01 -20%

'b10 -40%

'b11 disable the loadline

0
loop_1_manual_type: Manual VID type. 0= Fixed Voltage. 1= Fixed offset. In offset mode,
loop_1_manual_vid is 2's complement and loop_1_manual_vid is the sign bit. rst:0

9b

7
rst_is_null: If this bit is low and the VR comes out of reset, the current sense amplifiers are nulled after the
OTP is read, and then used for capturing the loop current offsets (startup_ref_codes). If this bit is high, the VR
uses the reset values of 102 (decimal). rst:0

6
decay_error_check_mode: SST: Select either the filtered (0) or the unfiltered (1) Verr during decay mode.
rst:0

SET to 0, Only applies to INTEL
applications during SETVID Decay down

5 Reserved:

Set to 04:3 Reserved:

2:1 loop_2_manual_ll_scale[1:0]: allow loadline change when in gamer mode.

Value Description

'b00 no change

'b01 -20%

'b10 -40%

'b11 disable the loadline

0
loop_2_manual_type: Manual VID type. 0= Fixed Voltage. 1= Fixed offset. In offset mode,
loop_2_manual_vid is 2's complement and loop_2_manual_vid is the sign bit. rst:0

9c '7:0 Reserved:
Set to 0

9d '7:0 Reserved:

9e '7:0 loop_1_VoutMax[7:0]: The maximum VID that the VR accepts on the SVID interface for loop 1. rst:11111111 These Registers will be updated by the
CPU thru the SVID bus9f '7:0 loop_2_VoutMax[7:0]: The maximum VID that the VR accepts on the SVID interface for loop 2. rst:11111111

a0

'7:5
decay_delay[2:0]: SST: Sets the delay between Verr checks during SVID decay. See also
decay_error_check_mode. Resolution is 166.6 ns, range is 62.5ns - 1.23us. rst:001

Not Valid with
decay_error_check_mode = 0

4
loop_2_pwm_gen_clock_en: A logic 1 enables the clock for the loop 2 pwm_gen circuitry even if the
configuration is one loop. rst:0

3 leave_otp_clock_en: A logic 1 disables the clock gating that occurs at the end of an OTP read. rst:0

2 otp_clock_en: A logic 1 always enables the clock for the OTP manager and to the OTP circuitry. rst:1

1 trim_clock_en: A logic 1 enables the clock for trim circuitry. rst:0

0
loop_2_sst_clock_en: A logic 1 always enables the clock for the loop 2 soft-start circuitry, even if the
configuration is one loop. rst:0

a1 7 slow_end_dvid_enable: A logic 1 enables a slower rate at the end of a DVID (1/2 at 3 and 4 steps before
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ADDR BIT CONTENTS Comments

the end and 1/4 at 2 and 1 step from the end). rst:0

6
v3_lps_disable: Disables the resistor divider for the V33 supply so that only during the v33 sampling interval
the resistor divider logic is on, other times it is 0. When we want the V33 divider always present set this bit to
1. rst:0

5
loop_1_ps_override: Set this bit to manually override the Power State on Loop 1. If
loop_1_ps_override_gamer is set, this register is ignored. rst:0

4:3
loop_1_ps_value_manual[1:0]: When loop_1_ps_override is active, set the loop 1 Power State to this value.
If loop_1_ps_override_gamer is set, this value is ignored. rst:00

2
enab_svi_c_d_pullup: A 1 enables a ~50K pull-up on the SVI clock and data signals. Improves sensing of
boot voltage code. rst:0

1
enab_svi_t_pullup: A 1 enables a ~50K pull-up on the SVI telemetry signal. Required to sense if SVT line is
pulled LOW. rst:0

0 Reserved: Set to 0

a2

7
enable_short_detect: If high, if the DAC waits at 2 for the loop to catch up for more than 128 us, vcpu_low is
declared. rst:1

6
ps3_slow_clk_disable: During diode emulation mode the clock frequency to the ADC can be reduced 0. - clk
frequency is reduced 1 - clk frequency cannot be reduced rst:0

5 comp_pwr_dn_disable: vsense comparators are powered down during ps3. 1 = disables this feature. rst:1

4
pwr_dn_vdac: This is an active high power down bit to power down the VDAC block in the analog section.
rst:0

3 reserved rst:0 Set to 0

2
cs_aaf_ck_rate: Chooses between 12MHz (logic 0) or 24MHz (logic 1) sampling for analog front end filter.
rst:0

1
hyst_enable: A logic 1 enables hysteresis on the ICC max and temp max indicators to be used for SVID
alert. rst:1

0
svid_power_state_read_mode: this bit sets the svid power state mode. 0 - read the VR power state after all
overrides. 1 - read the cpu commanded power state (M-2/Nashoba mode). rst:1

Set to 1 for Intel applications

a3

7 en_half_drv_pad_1: When set to high, the SVT pad will only use half of the driver strength.

AMD only, SET to 06 en_half_drv_pad_2: When set to high, the SVC pad will only use half of the driver strength.

5 en_half_drv_pad_3: When set to high, the SVD pad will only use half of the driver strength

4
dont_stop_dac: Prevent the DAC to stop at 15mv until the loop catch up. Must be 1 to avoid long wait times
before start. 0 - Enable DAC stop. 1 - Prevent DAC stop. rst:1

Set to 1, always

3
dont_restart_gamer_on_0_v: For this bit to be active, clear_gamer_with_0_v_enable must be set to 0. 0 =
when 0V command is received, the output goes to 0V and will return to the gamer voltage when a non-0V
command is received. 1 = Will ignore the 0V command and remain at the gamer voltage. rst:0

Only Valid with
clear_gamer_with_0_v_enable set to 0

2
loop_2_ps_override: Set this bit to manually override the Power State on Loop 2. If
loop_2_ps_override_gamer is set, this register is ignored. rst:0

1:0
loop_2_ps_value_manual[1:0]: When loop_2_ps_override is active, set the loop 2 Power State to this value.
If loop_2_ps_override_gamer is set, this value is ignored. rst:00

a4 '7:0

timeout_value[7:0]: This value multiplied by 8*(96Mhz clock cycle) = 83.34 ns resolution, in which the SVID
communcation link will be reset (including SVT in AMD mode) if the SVID clock remains high. The SVID
master can hold the clock high for this long to restart the SVID link. If set to 0.5usec (6) and the chip is in test
mode the timeout value is 20usec. For SVID timeout to work in Intel mode, the svi2_mode bit must be set to
0. A value of 1 disables the timeout feature. rst:00000110

a5 '7:0 pmbus_timeout_value[7:0]: For debug only. 0=disable timeout. Q=1.365ms. rst:00010110
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b0 '7:0 loop_1_svid[7:0]: This is the Intel/AMD SVID data for loop 1.

b1 '7:0 loop_2_svid[7:0]: This is the Intel/AMD SVID data for loop 2.

b2 '7:0 pxi_filt[7:0]: phase current for the phase indicated by pxi_sel.

b3

7 v3_low: v3_low state, conditioned only by nvm_loaded_dly.

6 power_ok: Status of the power ok signal to the chip.

5 loop_1_chip_enable: Chip enable signal for loop 1.

4 loop_2_chip_enable: Chip enable signal for loop 2.

3:0 vboot_val[3:0]: value of the vboot determined from external resistor.

b4

'7:0 muxed_ro_reg1[7:0]: This is a muxed register controlled by ro_sel1[4:0] register. The signals muxed are:

0 0. vin1_supply[7:0] Q = 1/8 V,

1 1. vin2_supply[7:0] Q = 1/8 V,

2 2. v33_supply[7:0] Q = 5/256 V,

3 3. vaux_supply[7:0] Q = 1.25/(256*divider ratio) V,

4 4. loop_1_vcpu[7:0] Q = 1/64 V,

5 5. loop_2_vcpu[7:0] Q = 1/64 V,

6 6. loop_1_output_current[7:0] Q = 1A,

7 7. loop_2_output_current[7:0] Q = 1/2A,

8 8. temp1[7:0] Q = 1C,

9 9. temp2[7:0] Q = 1C,

A 10. loop_1_curr_ratio[7:0] ratio w.r.t icc_max Q = 1/256,

B 11. loop_2_curr_ratio[7:0] ratio w.r.t icc_max Q = 1/256,

C 12. loop_1_input_i[7:0] input current Q = 1/8A,

D 13. loop_2_input_i[7:0] input current Q = 1/16A,

E 14. loop_1_i_startup_ref_code[7:0]: reference code for output current for loop1,

F 15. loop_2_i_startup_ref_code[7:0]: reference code for output current for loop2.

10 16. loop_2_ps_mode[3:0], loop_1_ps_mode[3:0]: The power states for the 2 loops.

Value Description

0 PS0

1 PS1

2 PS2

3 PS3

11 17. loop_1_fail_code_nonstick[7:0]:

Cleared on reset

BIT FUNCTION

7 OVER TEMP

6 OVER CURRENT

5 VOUT OVER VOLTAGE (VCPU HIGH)

4 VOUT UNDER VOLTAGE (VCPU LOW)

3 VIN LOW

2 VCC (3.3V) LOW

1 PHASE FAULT

0 SLOW OCP FAULT

12 18. loop_2_fail_code_nonstick[7:0]:

Cleared on reset

BIT FUNCTION

7 OVER TEMP

6 OVER CURRENT

5 VOUT OVER VOLTAGE (VCPU HIGH)

4 VOUT UNDER VOLTAGE (VCPU LOW)

3 VIN LOW

2 VCC (3.3V) LOW

1 PHASE FAULT

0 SLOW OCP FAULT

13 19. loop_1_fail_code_sticky[7:0]:

Cleared on reset and
clear_sticky_codes.

BIT FUNCTION

7 OVER TEMP

6 OVER CURRENT

5 VOUT OVER VOLTAGE (VCPU HIGH)

4 VOUT UNDER VOLTAGE (VCPU LOW)
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ADDR BIT CONTENTS Comments

3 VIN LOW

2 VCC (3.3V) LOW

1 PHASE FAULT

0 SLOW OCP FAULT

14 20. loop_2_fail_code_sticky[7:0]:

Cleared on reset and
clear_sticky_codes.

BIT FUNCTION

7 OVER TEMP

6 OVER CURRENT

5 VOUT OVER VOLTAGE (VCPU HIGH)

4 VOUT UNDER VOLTAGE (VCPU LOW)

3 VIN LOW

2 VCC (3.3V) LOW

1 PHASE FAULT

0 SLOW OCP FAULT

15 21. Reserved

16 22. adc_saddr_2[3:0], adc_saddr_1[3:0]: ADC reading of the SADDR2, SADDR1.

17 23. pi_fault[7:0]: phase current fault indication, 1 bit per phase. Indicates that the phase current is too high/low.

18 24. Reserved

19 25. Reserved.

1A 26. Reserved

1B 27. Reserved

1C

28. vin_status = 1'd0, loop_1_ext_tsen, loop_2_ext_tsen, vaux_low, vin1_high, vin1_low, vin2_high, vin2_low: vinx
high threshold is dependent on vinx_div_mode. 0=14.5V, 1=23.5V. The vinx_uv_hth/vinx_uv_lth combination
determines vinx_Low.

1D
29. loop_1_c_comp_out, loop_2_c_comp_out, loop_1_phase_mult_analog[1:0], subtraction_ref[3:0].
loop_1_phase_mult_analog (1=doubling, 2=quadrupling, 0=normal)

1E 30. 3'd0, loop_1_ll_scale[4:0].

1F 31. 3'd0, loop_2_ll_scale[4:0].

b5

7:3 otp_state[4:0]: OTP manager state.

2 trim_crc_flag: OTP CRC flag for trim section.

1 usr_crc_flag: OTP CRC flags for usr section.

0 mfr_crc_flag: OTP CRC flags for mfr section.

b6

7 loop_1_max_cond: One or more phase currents in loop1 is too high.

6 loop_1_min_cond: One or more phase currents in loop1 is too low.

'5:3 otp_trim_ptr[2:0]: The entry that the trim section was read from. 7 - Null trim section.

'2:0 otp_mfr_ptr[2:0]: The entry that the mfr section was read from. 7 - Null mfr section.

b7

7 loop_2_max_cond: One or more phase currents in loop2 is too high.

6 loop_2_min_cond: One or more phase currents in loop2 is too low.

5 osc_trim_pass: Oscillator trim result.

'4:0 current_ro_sel1[4:0]: The current state of the pointer that points to 1 of 32 ready only values in muxed_ro_reg1.

b8

7 Reserved:

6:4 retry_counter[2:0]: The number of times the OTP has been read.

3:0 otp_usr_ptr[3:0]: The entry that the user section was read from. 15 - Null usr section.

b9
'7:4

loop_1_ss_state[3:0]: Loop 1 soft start state. 0 - PWR_CYC_WAIT. 1 - START. 2 - AMD_SAMPLE. 3 -
START_RAMP_VOLT. 4 - VBOOT_RAMP_VOLT. 5 - REGULATE. 6 - SOFTSHUT_PCYC. 7 - VCPUH_WAIT. 8 - HICCUP.

'3:0 loop_2_ss_state[3:0]: Loop 2 soft start state.

ba

'7:6 adc2_rflag[1:0]: Under/Over flow flags from the miscellaneous ADC.

5:3 l1_p_active_target[2:0]: The target number of phases in loop 1 is equal to l1_p_active_target+1.

2 l2_p_active_target: The target number of phases in loop 2 is equal to l2_p_active_target+1.

1 loop_1_vid_decode_8: Loop 1 decoded vid[8], with vid_offset.

0 loop_2_vid_decode_8: Loop 2 decoded vid[8], with vid_offset.

bb '7:0 loop_1_vid_decode[7:0]: Loop 1 decoded vid[7:0], with vid_offset.

bc '7:0 loop_2_vid_decode[7:0]: Loop 2 decoded vid[7:0], with vid_offset.

bd '7:0 fast_ocp_warn_code[7:0]: fast OCP warn DAC code.

be '7:0 fast_ocp_fault_code[7:0]: fast OCP fault DAC code.

bf

7:2 Reserved[5:0]:

1 fast_ocp_warn_state: fast OCP warn state based on analog comparator.

0 fast_ocp_fault_state: fast OCP fault state based on analog comparator.
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c0 '7:0 Reserved:[7:0]:

c1 '7:0 svid_data_in_byte[7:0]: Shows snapshot of SVID/AMD SVI2 byte sequence. dig_tb_sel will select between bytes 1,2,3.

c2 '7:0 usr_crc[7:0]: CRC code for the user section. (1+x^1+x^2+x^8).

c3 '7:0
vin1_filt_msb[7:0]: The low-speed ADC output corresponding to vin1 filtered to a bandwidth of 761 Hz. Used for lsadc
calibration. It is the filtered ADC output with an additional bit. To read vin1, the Q is 1V/117.0286 for 1/14 divider ratio and
1V/74.4727 for 1/22 divider ratio. Use only the bottom 3 bits.

c4 '7:0
vin1_filt_lsb[7:0]: The low-speed ADC output corresponding to vin1 filtered to a bandwidth of 761 Hz. Used for lsadc
calibration. It is the filtered ADC output with an additional bit. To read vin1, the Q is 1V/117.0286 for 1/14 divider ratio and
1V/74.4727 for 1/22 divider ratio.

c5 '7:0 Reserved:[7:0]:

c6
7:1

pxi_adj_cnt[6:0]: low speed phase balance adjust count for the phase indicated by pxi_sel. It is signed 2s complement. It is
added to the dutycycle. LSB is 0.1% of switching period.

0 pxi_code_ref_lsb_h: The offset or code reference for the current of the phase indicated by pxi_sel.

c7 '7:0 pxi_code_ref_lsb_l[7:0]: The offset or code reference for the current of the phase indicated by pxi_sel.

c8 '7:0
minmax_val[7:0]: Value of the minimum or maximum value of the quantity selected by minmax_sel[4:0]. Units of the
quantities: loop_1_current: 2 A/bit, loop_2_current: 0.5 A/bit, loop_1_input_current: 1/8 A/bit , loop_2_input_current: 1/16 A/bit,
loop_x_output_voltage: 1/64 V/bit, input_voltage: 1/8 V/bit, tempx: 1 C/bit.

c9 '7:0 total_input_current[7:0]: Total input current measured using a sense resistor. 0.25A/bit.
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ADDR BIT CONTENTS RST Comments

cc 7:0 Reserved[7:0]: 0 DO NOT CHANGE

cd 7:0 Reserved[7:0]: 3

ce '7:0 otp_command[7:0]: Command to the OTP manager. 0

cf 7:0 Reserved[7:0]: 40 DO NOT CHANGE

DO NOT CHANGE
d0 7:0 Reserved[7:0]: 0c

d1 '7:0 Reserved[7:0]: ad

d2 7:0 Reserved[7:0]: 0

d3

7:4 Reserved

0

DO NOT CHANGE

3 soft_reset: When set to 1, a soft reset occurs on the chip and the OTP is reloaded. This bit

clears automatically. rst:0

2 Reserved DO NOT CHANGE

1 force_otp_loaded: Force the OTP to indicate it's been loaded rst:0 Only Valid on parts that have no USER

OTP section programmed

0 Reserved DO NOT CHANGE

d4 7:0 Reserved[7:0]: 0

DO NOT CHANGE

d5 7:0 Reserved[7:0]: 3f

d6 7:0 Reserved[7:0]: 0

d7 '7:0 Reserved[7:0]: c0

d8 '7:0 Reserved[7:0]: e4

d9 '7:0 Reserved[7:0]: 0f

da '7:0 Reserved[7:0]: 0

db '7:0 Reserved[7:0]: 0

dc '7:0 Reserved[7:0]: 0

dd 7:0 Reserved[7:0]:

de 7:0 Reserved[7:0]: 0

df

7 loop_1_force_pw: A logic 1 changes pulse_width to prog_pw on loop 1. Used during OV

testing. rst:0

0

Need to CLR ir_lock and put in

trim_try_password6 loop_2_force_pw: A logic 1 changes pulse_width to prog_pw on loop 2. Used during OV

testing. rst:0

'5:0 prog_pw[5:0]: programmable pulse width. Unit 41.66 ns. rst:000000

e0

7 loop_1_mfr_status_clear: A logic 1 clears mfr_status for loop 1. rst:0

0

6 loop_2_mfr_status_clear: A logic 1 clears mfr_status for loop 2. rst:0

5 loop_1_temp_status_clear: A logic 1 clears temp_status for loop 1. rst:0

4 loop_2_temp_status_clear: A logic 1 clears temp_status for loop 2. rst:0

3 loop_1_status_clear: A logic 1 clears status_word for loop 1. rst:0

2 loop_2_status_clear: A logic 1 clears status_word for loop 2. rst:0

1 loop_1_clear_sticky_codes: A logic 1 clears the sticky failure codes for loop 1. rst:0

0 loop_2_clear_sticky_codes: A logic 1 clears the sticky failure codes for loop 2. rst:0

e1 '7:0 loop_1_vout_offset[7:0]: Sets the offset in VID steps for Intel for loop 1. Bit 7 is the sign

bit. rst:00000000
0 The Value in these registers will be

transferred to the SVID OFFSET register.

The value will be reset to 0 with an enable

cycle or 3.3V PORe2 '7:0 loop_2_vout_offset[7:0]: Sets the offset in VID steps for Intel for loop 2. Bit 7 is the sign bit

rst:00000000
0

e3 '7:0
loop_1_manual_vid[7:0]: Directly specify the DAC reference code for loop 1. The DAC has

a 5mV offset, so the output will be 5mV higher than the value in this register. rst:00000000 0

e4 '7:0
loop_2_manual_vid[7:0]: Directly specify the DAC reference code for loop 2. The DAC has

a 5mV offset, so the output will be 5mV higher than the value in this register. rst:00000000 0

e5

7
loop_1_manual_vid_lsb: the LSB of the 9-bit manual DAC reference code for loop 1. Note

that this bit is the 2's complement sign bit when loop_1_manual_type is set to 1. rst:0

0
6

loop_2_manual_vid_lsb: the LSB of the 9-bit manual DAC reference code for loop 2. Note

that this bit is the 2's complement sign bit when loop_2_manual_type is set to 1. rst:0
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read_write_registers

ADDR BIT CONTENTS RST Comments

5 auto_increment: 1=pointer for muxed_ro_reg1 auto-increments with every read. 0=pointer

is ro_sel1. rst:0

'4:0 ro_sel1[4:0]: muxes 1 of 32 read only registers into muxed_ro_reg1. A pointer auto-

increments for subsequent reads. rst:00000

e6

7 loop_1_force_pwr_good: If set the value of loop 1 power good / VR ready will change

polarity. rst:0

0

6 loop_2_force_pwr_good: If set the value of loop 2 power good / VR ready will change

polarity. rst:0

5 write_protect_forever_override: Enable write when lock for ever is set. rst:0

4 turn_on_vboot: when 1 - the current source for vboot is on and the value is not latched

rst:0
3 prevent_otp_read: If set, OTP will not be loaded. rst:0

'2:0 pxi_sel[2:0]: Selects the phase for which the user needs reference code/phase current.

rst:000

e7

7:5

current_limit_i[2:0]: This is the I term for current limit feedback. During current limiting, the

difference between the load current and the OCP limit is integrated and scaled by

current_limit_i and is used as a negative VID DAC adjustment. Coefficient value =

2^(current_limit_i - 14). rst:100

80

'4:0

minmax_sel[4:0]: Select for minimum or maximum quantity. 0: loop_1_current_min; 1:

loop_1_current_max; 2: loop_2_current_min; 3: loop_2_current_max; 4:

loop_1_input_current_min; 5: loop_1_input_current_max; 6: loop_2_input_current_min; 7:

loop_2_input_current_max; 8: loop_1_output_voltage_min; 9: loop_1_output_voltage_max;

10: loop_2_output_voltage_min; 11: loop_2_output_voltage_max; 12: input_voltage_min;

13: input_voltage_max; 14: temp1_min; 15: temp1_max; 16: temp2_min; default:

temp2_max; rst:00000

e8

7:3 Reserved[4:0]:

7

2 vmax_lock: A logic 1 locks the maximum output voltage rst:1

1 i2c_lock: A logic 1 locks i2c_address and i2c_enable registers! rst:1

0 address_lock: A logic 1 locks the SMBus and SVID address registers! rst:1

e9 7:1 Reserved[6:0]: 1

0 ir_lock: A logic 1 locks the trim registers! rst:1

ea '7:0 otp_crc_byte[7:0]: For debug purposes. rst:00000000 0

eb

7 ovp_uvp_delay: Delay the shutdown of the other loop based on OVP/UVP on this loop.

rst:0

0

6 dyn_svid_en: enable the dynamic threshold feature. 1 = enable. rst:0

5 i2c_loop_select: choose the loop the I2C is on. rst:0

'4:0 loop_1_rll[4:0]: adjust to loadline for loop 1. rst:00000

ec

7 clear_phase_faults: Clear all phase current faults for the 2 loops. rst:0

0

6 loop_1_rll_override: Enable the loop_1_rll registers. rst:0

5 loop_2_rll_override: Enable the loop_2_rll registers. rst:0

4:0 loop_2_rll[4:0]: adjust to loadline for loop 2. rst:00000

ed '7:0 usr_try_password_lsb[7:0]: The LSB for the 16 bit password for the trim section. 0

ee '7:0 usr_try_password_msb[7:0]: The MSB for the 16 bit password for the trim section. 0

ef '7:0 trim_try_password_lsb[7:0]: The LSB for the 16 bit password for the trim section. 0

f0 '7:0 trim_try_password_msb[7:0]: The MSB for the 16 bit password for the trim section. 0

f1

RESERVED

0

DO NOT CHANGE

f2 0

f3 0

f4 0

f5 0

f6 0
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read_write_registers

ADDR BIT CONTENTS RST Comments

f7 0

f8 0 DO NOT CHANGE

f9 0

 

usr_read_only

ADDR BIT CONTENTS Comments

fa '7:0 silicon_ver[7:0]: The silicon version is 04h

fb '7:0 product_id[7:0]: The product ID for IR35217 is 5Fh

fc '7:0 mfr_id_maj[7:0]: The ASCII code for the manufacturer's ID. I = International (ASCII Code = 49h).

fd '7:0 mfr_id_min[7:0]: The ASCII code for the manufacturer's ID. R = Rectifier (ASCII Code = 52h).

fe '7:0 gpr_1_ro[7:0]: read only customer register, reflects gpr_1.

ff '7:0 gpr_2_ro[7:0]: read only customer register, reflects gpr_2.

•
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Formats for Reading/Writing
The registers may be accessed using an I2C or PMBus commands as detailed below.

I2C
This method uses direct register addressing as shown below. The Write command is performed in 1 I2C transaction;
however the Read command requires 2 I2C transactions: first, a write transaction is used to set the register address
pointer to the desired address, then a 1 byte read transaction is used to read the register contents. W

S
Slave

Address W
Register
Address Data Byte

1 7 1 8

S

1
Slave

Address

7

W

1

A

A

A A/N P

8 1 111

Register
Address

8

WRITE

READ : Master to Slave

: Slave to Master

S : Start Condition
A : Acknowledge (‘0’)
N : Not Acknowledge (‘1’)
Sr : Repeated Start Condition
P : Stop Condition
R : Read (‘1’)
W : Write (‘0’)

* : Present if PEC is enabled
PEC: : Packet Error Checking

A/N P

1 1

…

S

1
Slave

Address

7

R

1

A

8

N P

1 1

Data Byte

Figure 1: I2C Read/Write
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PMBUS

The Block Read Process call is used for accessing registers with the PMBus in the format shown below.

LEGEND:

S: Start Condition

A: Acknowledge(0')

N: Not Acknowledge (1')

Sr :

P: Stop Condition

R: Read(1')

W: Write(0')

PEC:

: Master to Slave

: Slave to Master

*PEC Optional

Repeated Start Condition

Figure 8: MFR_WRITE_REG

Figure 9: MFR_READ_REG
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